Quiz

A quiz is a well-known type of game that captivates all age groups. Nearly everyone is familiar with quiz shows on TV like “Who wants be a Millionaire” or has tested their knowledge with a quiz app on their smartphone. Taking a quick quiz from time to time is a popular pastime and the gameplay comes quite natural to most people. Therefore, introducing a quiz feature to an event or within a company context isn’t far-fetched. A quiz is an easy tool to make an event more exciting, to playfully impart knowledge upon the participants or to check who paid attention during an important session. The quiz is an optional feature and can be booked as a single item or in combination with the gamification feature.

CMS Settings

- multiple quizzes within one event
- creating custom questions and options for multiple choice answers
- optional timeframe for answering each question
- group visibility
- adjusting amount of points that will be granted

App View

- Quiz Overview
- Indicator which question is currently on display and whether questions have been answered correctly or not so far
- Instant feedback for correct or wrong answers
- Complete quiz evaluation at the end